
Business / Banking Trade Operations 

 

To enter in the PPP program, need: 

☆ KYC for PPP. 

☆ Verbiage MT760  

The MT799/MT760 or MT542 would be provided within the 72 hours 

after contract signatures.  

 

The schedule of operation is: 

1) Monetization (7 banking days): 

LTV = 80%  

With sharing: 

       ↘ 40% for the monetizer 

       ↘ 10% intermediaries’ monetizer 

       ↘ 40% investor 

       ↘ 10% intermediaries’ investor 

This is the sharing for all operation. 

 

2) Bullet before PPP 

Before the PPP a bullet program has made with a profit from 400% to 

800%. 

From 1 to 3 times before the 40 weeks program PPP 

We can not say how much we could make bullet because the program 

bullet is not strict.   

It is function of the possibility because bullet is not trade program. 
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3) PPP trade 

After 8 weeks maximum of bullet we enter in 40 weeks trade PPP 

program. 

That means PAYMENT all weeks for 20-40% of result weekly depending 

of the opportunity of trade. 

That means from 80% to 160% result monthly. 

This for 40 weeks. 

THE LTV IS 80% 

WITH THE CASH, WE GO ON TRADE! 

The sharing of all performance is: 

 40% for the client 

 10% for the client's consultants and intermediaries 

 10% for the platform trading 

 40% for the monetizer & trader 

The client is the investor. 

 He gives the instrument. The instrument is not Money. 

The consultants & intermediaries make all necessary to explain and 

facility the client to go in trade. 

The platform is the central ingenery to do all of that.  

It got lawyer, BO, trader, monetizer, accounts, etc... 

Monetizer & trader are hard workers to make profits.  

The profit is due to their works and they are the base of the trade. 

This is the logic of this operation. 

We remind you that opening a file with us must necessarily obtain the 

validation of our compliance service managed by Covaxan.   

https://3i-holding.com/contact-staff 


